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InIn #VIRTUALENCOUNTER the lines between virtual communication and a real-life date situation 
become blurred. Stumbling upon each other’s posts through a mutual hashtag on instagram the 
artist ends up talking to New York-based artist Javier Barrios, who agrees – after multiple texts via 
Facebook - to meet Stein in person in Paris to go on a 24 hour lasting, camera documented date with 
her. All communication during this encounter is solely restricted to the use of social media. No verbal 
communication is to take place during the duration of the encounter. The project is tackling the ques-
tion of the implications new media forces on our ways of communicating and examines what is left 
outout or added when communication, even if the distance between two people shrinks from 3000 miles 
to 30 centimeters, remains virtual and is only transmitted through an electronic device. What kind of 
communication is fostered? Ist he factor of anonymity in a virtual environment eliminated, does it 
remain? Is messaging a lower form of communication?  Do those short little arrangements of seman-
tics called text messages contain a similar quality like tthe one we find in poetry? Javier Barrios, New 
York- based Norwegian artist had agreed to be part of this process-related social study of virtual 
nonverbal communication. By submitting #virtualencounter on Instgaram it is possible to access 
photos of the actual project.

...

 Charlie Stein : Let's meet at the square 
in front of Notre Dame

Javier Barrios: kk. Need 10 min

Charlie Stein : Where are you?

Javier Barrios: the question is if you can construct a fictional 
reality and make it real?

JJavier Barrios: can you Charlie?

Charlie Stein : I'm pretty sure reality is an imperfect construct

Charlie Stein: And mediated through language..

 Charlie Stein: Can u you hear the bells?

 Charlie Stein: Of Notre dame?
 ...

Javier Barrios: It's a quote by me.
Charlie Stein : <PIC>

Charlie Stein: #VIRTUALENCOUNTER
Javier Barrios: Where?
Charlie Stein : Paris.
Charlie Stein : You're up?
  Javier Barrios: yes, sure..

...

Javier Barrios: real laughing
 Charlie Stein: I am a bit surprised

 Charlie Stein: Myself
 Charlie Stein: The idea behind this way of meeting was actually to noble the 

modern forms of communication

 Charlie S Charlie Stein: Now I feel almost like I'm cheat-
ing  reality

Javier Barrios: why?
 Charlie Stein: Because it would be so easy to have a normal conversation
 Charlie Stein: It certainly does feel artificial..

#virtualencounter        #paris #charliestein #javierbarrios

...

Javier Barrios: i want to know so 
many things about you!

Charlie Stein: Please ask me

Javier Barrios: are you happy?
...

Javier Barrios: the first time i painted i had a 
physical reaction.

 I was so excited i got scared and nautious..
Charlie Stein: 
Wanna quit?
Javier Barrios: 
no
Javier Barrios: 
do you want to quit?
Charlie SCharlie Stein: 
Hell no

.. 
I was surprised 
how tall and slender 
you were
Javier Barrios: 
oh, 
did u pidid u picture 
me small and fat?
 
Javier Barrios: :)

...

 Charlie Stein: I must admit I'm not so happy 
with the interrogation style 

of the conversation since we entered the bar

 I don't feel like it's a real conversation

It feels like an uncomfortable interview.
.....

Charlie Stein: How would you define our time?
Javier Barrios: what i think is irrelevant

Javier Barrios: do you believe in destiny?
Charlie Stein: Nah. Not really.

 Charlie Stein: It's a perfect ART 
nouveau construction
Looks like an insect
Very organic..


